Expanding the Toolbox for Teaching Chemistry
Online Conference

Monday August 10th – Wednesday August 12th, 2020

Join other science teachers from around the country for an innovative, friendly, virtual conference. Middle school, high school, and college educators welcome!

More information available at www.neact.org

Keynote Speaker

Kerry Emanuel
MIT Cecil & Ida Green Professor of Atmospheric Science
Co-Director of the Lorenz Center

Dr. Emanuel is a prominent meteorologist and climate scientist whose work has explored the role of climate change on hurricane activity. He co-founded the MIT Lorenz Center, a climate think tank which fosters creative approaches to learning how climate works.

Keynote Speaker

Kristen Kulinowski
Director of the Science and Technology Policy Institute at the Institute for Defense Analyses

Dr. Kulinowski is former acting head of the U.S. Chemical Safety Board, an independent federal agency charged with investigating chemical accidents. She has expertise in chemical and materials sciences, occupational health and safety issues, risk policy, nanotechnology, and research administration.

Intimate workshops on classroom & virtual learning
  Raffles
  Small group break-out sessions
  Practical class strategies
  Coffee House and Happy Hour meeting rooms
  Presentations from online services and vendors

Affordable registration fees (scholarships available for first-time attendees)

Run by teachers like you!

Submit a proposal for a workshop or talk at https://bit.ly/neact2020